
DOFFING

Go to www.verasuit.com/doffing and study the doffing video.

Before use, it is mandatory to practice donning and doffing at least two to three times, or until the wearer is 

comfortable with donning and doffing the apparel. 

A. Step Out 
1. Exit the contaminated work area 

2. Wash or decontaminate gloves.

3. Untie waist ties. Loosen waist material.

4. Open the zipper in the crotch and roll out the doffing portal, only touching Blue surfaces. Spread 

open the bottom hole. 

5. While standing, or if not comfortable standing, while sitting on a chair: (do not touch the chair 

after doffing) raise a knee, pull its foot out of the bootie, and insert the foot into hole of doffing portal. 

Repeat for the second foot. Adjust waist material for more space while raising each foot.

6. If sitting, stand back up. Fold pant legs in front and onto front of doffing portal.

C. Finish
11. Unplug the fan from the battery.

12. Twist the open end of the apparel, closing and sealing the open end.

13. Remove the helmet from hood by separating the three hook and loop.

14. Detach the fan cowl by separating the two hook and loop. Turn off the battery. 

15. Dispose of coverall while only touching Green surfaces. Dispose in accordance with 

local regulations for contaminated apparel. It is NOT reusable. 

16. Take off undershirt with spacers.

17. Leave fan cowl, battery, helmet and cooling undershirt for maintenance personnel.

18. Take off inside gloves if two sets of gloves were used. 

19. Wash hands.

B. Take it Off
6. Pull the doffing portal up like a long sweater, scooping and trapping the pant 

legs. Pull up and over the body, turning the apparel inside out. Pull the doffing 

portal as high as possible, over the head, and bend forward slightly at the top. 
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To assist doffing and help the wearer know which surfaces were exposed, and which surfaces were not, the 

apparel includes different colors for inside surfaces and exposed surfaces. Green is clean. Blue has been exposed.

7. When doffing portal is over the head, from the inside, “dog paddle” the inside of the doffing 

portal over the head. Continue to pull the apparel forward and off. 

8. Once the apparel is as far removed overhead as possible, remove head from the helmet. 

9. Pull a first arm out of its sleeve, and slowly remove that hand from the handwear attached to 

the end of each sleeve, which will turn inside out and trap the outer glove. Repeat for the 

second arm and hand.

10. Once each hand is removed from each outer glove, it only touches Green surfaces.

       WARNING
Before using Verasuit’s encapsulating coveralls, the wearer must read and understand the User 

Instructions. This product, when used as part of a complete protection system, helps protect against certain 

airborne and liquid contaminants. Follow all local regulations. In the U.S., a written protection program must be 

implemented meeting the requirements of OSHA 29 CFR 1910.1030 and OSHA 29 CFR 1910.132, including 

training, fit testing, and medical evaluation. For correct use, consult your supervisor and the User Instructions 

at www.verasuit.com. Misuse may result in serious bodily injury, sickness, or death.
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